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Introduction

Methods

The so-called Balduzzi Decree (converted by Law nr.
189/2012) provisions reorganized considerably the Italian
procedure of Marketing Authorization (MA). Before the
implementation of the new rules, the newly authorized
medicinal products could be marketed only after publication on
the Italian Official Journal (GURI) of a resolution containing
both the notice that the marketing authorization had been
granted and the relevant classification and reimbursement
price. This caused significant delays for the patients to have
access to new products.
By the new Law, the Italian Medicine Agency (AIFA) is required
to grant a MA promptly after EMA's approval, listing drugs,
within 60 days after EMA approval, in a newly defined class
Cnn, where «C» stands for not reimbursed and «nn» stands
for not negotiated. This process is fully independent from the
Pricing and reimbursement procedure, even if the Marketing
Authorization Holder (MAH) is allowed to ask the reunification
of the procedures (Cnn and P&R).
Once the product is classified in the Cnn class, the company is
allowed to start the commercialization immediatly after the
Cnn class publication into GURI, by just communicating the
(freely set) price as well as the date of first marketing of the
product (without waiting the time of the negotiation of price
with AIFA). (Figure 1).
By using a special legislation in effect in Italy -Decreto del
Fare, Law 98/2013-, only for orphan drugs (ODs), hospital
drugs and exceptional therapeutic relevance drugs, the
companies are allowed to submit the P&R dossier for
negotiation and reimbursement purposes, just after the CHMP
positive opinion and even before the approval of Commission
Decision of EMA. For these drugs, the term indicated by law for
the conclusion of P&R is 100 days, different from that indicated
for all other medicines (180 days).
For the drugs classified in Cnn class, the cost is covered by the
structure in which the drug is prescribed (for hospital products,
which are paid for from the hospital budget) or by the patient
(for non hospital products).

Our drugs’ panel has been built by considering all the oncology drugs
evaluated by the AIFA CTS (Commisione Tecnico-Scientifica) for Cnn
classification, from its introduction to April 2018. The analysis
includes only the drugs firstly authorized (by generics and new
packages and/or formulations).
The drugs has been divided in three different clusters: 1) Cluster 1:
drugs for which MAHs asked for procedures (Cnn and P&R)
reunification: for these drugs no Cnn decree is available and the
launch has been made after the P&R publication into the GURI; 2)
Cluster 2: drugs which obtained a Cnn decree publication into the
GURI, that, nevertheless, have been launched only after the P&R
publication on the decree; 3) Cluster 3: drugs launched into the
newly set Cnn class.
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Figure 5: Regional availability of the C(nn) commercialized drugs

Figure 3 - Design of the study

For each single drug, we systematically checked the EMA’s official
website (for CHMP positive opinion date), the Italian GURI (for the
publication of the classification in Cnn class), Farmadati and
Pamonitor (for further information about drugs, such as first
commercialization date), in order to evaluate timelines from the
EMA’s CHMP positive opinion to the P&R publication into the GURI, by
considering also (when applicable) the time to market for drugs
launched in Cnn class.
At regional level, we analyzed also the availability of the Cnn
commercialized drugs.

Results
From Balduzzi’s Law introduction on, AIFA’s CTS evaluated 60 oncology
drugs for Cnn classification. For 15 of them (25%) the MAH asked for
procedures (Cnn and P&R) reunification (Cluster 1), 22/60 (36%) have
been classified (but not launched) in Cnn class (Cluster 2) and 23/60
(38%) have been launched in Cnn class (Cluster 3) (Figure 2).
Figure 1 - Drugs approved by centralized procedure: different scenarios and
timeline defined by Law, for classification in Cnn and P&R procedure in Italy

Since, by Balduzzi’s Law, the drugs classified in Cnn should be
available into 60 days, the Cnn classification has to be
considered a regulatory tool aimed to grant an early access to
drugs in Italy, as well as Law 648/96, Law 326/03, DM
07/09/2017- “compassionate use” and L 94/98. The Cnn class
enhances the AIFA commitment in providing physicians with a
timely and demonstrative experience of new drugs, pending
the P&R approval, and patients with an early access to new
safe and efficacious therapeutic options.
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By our analysis, the median time to reimbursement (defined as days
between the CHMP positive opinion and the P&R publication into the
GURI) ranged for 442 days (mean 510; range 282-884) for Cluster 1,
to 485 (mean 478; range 309-694) for Cluster 3 to 515 (mean 659;
range 334-1.022) for Cluster 2. Our data, therefore, show the median
time to reimbursement for Cluster 1’s drug is shorter than the one for
Cluster 3 (-9%) and for Cluster 2 (-14%).



By focusing on Cluster 3, the median time to market (defined as days
between the CHMP positive opinion and the launch date in Cnn class)
was 247 days (mean 290; range 190-826). It is also interesting to
observe how the choice to launch a drug in Cnn class does not impact
on a successive P&R achievement: by considering our panel, 77% of
the considered drugs completed the P&R process (data updated
September 2018), ranging from 68% for Cluster 2 to 87% for Cluster
3. After launch in Cnn class, 20 drugs launched have been achieve the
P&R procedure for a median of 238 (mean 237; range 25-451) days
(around 8 months).
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Figure 2 – the Italian regulatory tools to grant early access of drugs

The study aims to assess the impact of the Cnn classification,
on time to market for oncology drugs in Italy, both at national
and at regional level, by considering also the different regional
payers attitudes in handling this new classification. Our
analysis evaluated also if the company decision to
commercialize in Cnn class has an impact on pricing and
reimbursement process duration.
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It interesting to observe how the access to drugs launched in Cnn
class is carefully monitored and regulated in the regions were,
according to our data, these drugs are more widely used. As an
example, Emilia Romagna defined a specific evaluation process for
drugs in Cnn class, and Regione Puglia, in its regulation for drugs
inclusion into the regional formulary, enhanced how the inclusion of
drugs classified in Cnn class has to be reserved only for exceptional
circumstances and after an accurate clinical/HTA evaluation and in
absence of valid therapeutic alternatives.

Conclusions
Considering the results of our analysis, the median time to
reimbursement appears similar for the different Clusters analyzed.
However, in particular, it was a little shorter for the oncology drugs
for which the Companies asked for Cnn and P&R process
reunification (442 days – Cluster 1), than for drugs launched in
Cnn class (485 days Cluster 3; -9%) and for drugs not launched in
Cnn class (Cluster 2- 515 days; -14%).
Focusing our attention on time to patient (defined as Cnn
publication into the GURI, moment which defines both the
marketing authorization and the potential drug availability), our
results showed a significative difference between the clusters. In
fact, the median time to reimbursement for the 23 drugs launched
in Cnn, was shorter that for the other clusters mean 247 days;
range 190-826; about 8 months vs 16 month for Cluster 1 and 17
months for Cluster 2). It is also interesting to underline how the
decision to launch in Cnn class does not impact on the P&R
achievement. On September 2018, 77% of the complete drug
panel considered has completed the P&R process. Therefore, our
data showed that the Cnn launch allows a very shorter time to
patient for the oncology drugs in Italy. These data clearly show
that the Companies’ decision to launch their new drugs using the
Cnn class, is an interesting regulatory opportunity to have a
shorter time to market and, therefore, a very quickly time to
patient, without affecting, in terms of duration, the subsequent
P&R process.
Since in Italy is in force the regional self-government and since the
Regions have the authority to decide on health care provisions and
expenditure, in our analysis we considered also the regional
access. Our data showed that 8 Italian Regions made available
more than 60% of Cnn launched drugs. In these regions the Cnn
access is very regulated and very monitored by local specific
determination on this topic.
Our data show that Cnn class is a powerful early access regulatory
tool for making promptly available oncology drugs to Italian
patients. Both the original Law and the local regulations on this
specific matter highlight the commitment of the Italian authorities
in granting Italian patients an early access to new safe and
efficacious therapeutic options, with the goal to ensure the best
drug to the right patient, in the fastest time.
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For drugs commercialized in Cnn class, we performed a further
evaluation, by checking, at regional level, availability drug
(source: Farmadati). By our data, 8 Italian Regions made
available more than 60% of Cnn launched drugs. More in details:
Emilia Romagna has made available 19/23 drugs (83%), Sicily
with 18/23 (78%), Lazio and Marche 16/23 (69%); Molise and
Sardegna 15/23 (65%); Basilicata and Puglia 14/23 (60%).
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Figure 4: Median time to patient availability
and time to reimbursement
,
defined as days from CHMP positive opinion and launch date (for drugs commercialized
in Cnn class) or P&R publication into the GURI
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